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Welcome!

 The lectures and exercises are for two courses at the 
same time...

 The lectures are in Finnish

 Course 1: Introduction to Speech Synthesis 
(Puhesynteesin perusteet)

 Course 2: Advanced Course on Speech Synthesis 
(Puhesynteesin jatkokurssi)

 10*2=20 hours of lectures



Puhesynteesin perusteet (5op)
Introduction to Speech Synthesis (5cr)

 Lectures + exercises + essay (3-5 pages)

 ...



Puhesynteesin jatkokurssi (3op)
Advanced Course on Speech Synthesis (3cr)

 Lectures + exercises

 Generally, the replies in this course ought to be better 
than in the introductory course 



Molemmat (3op+5op)
Both  (3cr)

 Lectures + exercises + essay(s)

 Exercise answers should prove that you have really put 
an effort on doing them/learning

 Essay work amount to be defined later



Objectives

 Mostly hands-on approach

 We try to build a unit selection speech synthesizer

 We try to cover the major steps from text to speech

 Essay subject will focus on one subpart that is relevant to 
the student's interests

 People are of various backgrounds, so I will decide the 
exact contents and aims only after the first lecture



Terms

 Speech synthesis

 Concatenative speech synthesis

 Synthesis by rule

 Text-to-Speech synthesis (TTS)

 Concept-to-Speech (CTS)



Terms: Naturalness vs Understandability

 What is a good TTS engine?

 The one you understand always...

 The one that sounds most natural...

 Typically naturalness increases understandability and 
vice versa, however they do not overlap 100%



State of the Art

 The current main stream approach is Concatenative TTS, 
at least commercially

 Increasingly challenged by HMM-based TTS and self-
learning techniques

 Unit selection is natural in a sense that is real speech,
however the intonation is often unnatural

 Good HMM synthesis usually has a very natural
intonation but the signal is distinctively metallic



Why to use speech synthesis? (critical 
approach)

 You have to (to hear or to produce speech)
 Screen readers
 Speech impairments

 You can make or save money
 Automated services
 Toys

 We are slowly reaching the point where TTS can add to 
the value of everyman's product

 Car navigation systems
 Caller name ring tones 



How to build a (concatenative) TTS engine

 Record a speech database and label it

 Create a system that converts the input text to appropriate 
phonemes

 Somehow pick out the “right” elements (phones) from the 
db, then process and concatenate them

 We'll worry about minor details such as segment duration, 
f0 contour etc. later



Some tools

 Praat (de facto standard)
 Very much used by phonetician
 Well-supported
 Can do a lot
 Big
 Open source

 Wavesurfer
 Light-weight
 Fast and simple
 Open source, not actively supported any more
 Well suited to our segmentation tasks



Thanks!

 That's it for the day

 Rest of the session (estimated 20min) I will help people to 
familiarize themselves with Wavesurfer which will be used 
in this week exercises and later on... 
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